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Feasibility of rocket propellant production on Mars 

R. L. A S H , t  W. L. D O W L E R ~  AND G. V A R S I §  
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, U.S.A. 

(Received 16 June 1978) 

Abs trac t - - In  situ production of rocket propellant to reduce landed mass requirements for Mars return 
missions has been investigated. The analysis has shown that a system which utilizes atmospheric carbon 
dioxide and soil moisture to produce liquid methane--oxygen propellant requires a landed mass which is 
less than half the mass of the ascent vehicle it produces. 

Introduction 

LANDED MASS constraints are important considerations in planetary mission design. 
When return flights are required, landed mass requirements are even more critical. 
Since propellant mass typically represents between 80 and 90% of total ascent 
vehicle mass (Hill and Peterson, 1965), reductions in landed propellant mass can 
have a major impact on mission design and flexibility. Currently, automated 
rendezvous between a small Mars ascent vehicle and an orbiting(about Mars) Earth 
return bus (Moore and Scofield, 1975) is the only scheme under consideration for 
reducing landed mass for a Mars sample return mission. The purpose of the present 
work is to investigate the feasibility of using Martian resources to refuel an empty 
Mars ascent vehicle and thereby reduce significantly the landed mass. It will 
subsequently be shown that this refueling station concept can enable direct sample 
return missions (Weaver et al., 1975), thus eliminating the remote, automated 
rendezvous requirement. 

Realistic studies of in situ propellant production depend critically on knowledge 
of planetary resources. Results of the Viking Project (Soften, 1977) have added 
substantially to our knowledge of the Martian environment. Enough quantitative 
data is now available to permit reliable estimations for most system components in 
a refueling station. Only quantitative data on local atmospheric and soil water 
abundance is seriously lacking, but sufficient qualitative information is available to 
estimate their abundance. The question of water availability at an arbitrary Martian 
landing site will be addressed separately in this work. Other aspects of the 
environment are not only more completely documented, but also have revealed 
features which can be exploited in a propellant processor design. 

Several characteristics of the Martian environment are superior ther- 
modynamically to Earth's. The nominal ambient temperature of 200°K (Carr and 
Schaber, 1977) provides a good heat sink, capable of improving thermodynamic 
efficiencies of power generation and refrigeration cycles relative to their terrestrial 
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performance. Daily temperature fluctuations of about 50°K (Kieffer, 1976) provide 
an opportunity to operate thermal equipment intermittently with significant 
increases in performance. Owen et al. (1977) have reported that the atmosphere is 
95.3% carbon dioxide--providing a directly accessible source of nearly pure CO2. 
Conversely, such features as low atmosphere density and high kinematic viscosity 
relative to typical terrestrial values are not advantageous. 

Atmospheric carbon dioxide is the most obvious raw material for propellant 
production. However, if it is the only material, the resulting liquid carbon 
monoxide--oxygen propellant produces a rather modest predicted specific impulse 
of approximately 2500 N sec/kg, (Gordon and McBride, 1971) making other raw 
materials desirable. Soil elements are another accessible source, and except for 
elements lighter than magnesium, Toulmin et al. (1977) have reported high 
resolution elemental measurements of minerals in the Martian soil. The major 
elements are silicon, iron, aluminum, magnesium and calcium--none of which can 
be easily converted to propellant. Only water, which has been identified in both the 
atmosphere and the soft, appears to be a usable material, and its concentration is not 
well documented. 

Water 

The existence of water on Mars is established unequivocally. Water clouds have 
been observed in the Martian atmosphere over extensive areas (Briggs et al., 1977). 
Atmospheric water column abundances as high as 100 precipitable microns have 
been reported by Farmer et al. (1977). Farmer, Davies and LaPorte (1976) have 
developed convincing logic for concluding that the north polar area is covered with 
water ice, and Farmer et ai. (1977) showed that the ice layer must be at least 1 m 
thick. Kieffer et al. (1976) have estimated the polar ice thickness to be as much as 
1-2 km. Photographic evidence (Carr and Schaber, 1977) is indicative of extensive 
areas of terrain whose features have been controlled by permafrost activity. 
Furthermore, ejecta patterns around most of the observed large impact craters in 
the northern hemisphere show viscous flow patterns (Cart et al., 1977) which are 
typical of mud flows. Finally, Viking soil analysis (Biemann et al., 1977) has shown 
that between 0.1 and 1% water is present, but the method of sample collection and 
storage (Moore et al., 1977) prior to analysis virtually guaranteed that any free water 
ice that might have been present sublimated prior to analysis (Fanale, 1977). 
Toulmin et al. (1977) indicate that up to 8% of the Viking soft samples could have 
been free water. 

Levine (1976) and Fanale (1976) have both presented theoretical arguments in 
support of large quantities of water in the Martian soft. Fanale (1976) has 
s tated. ."global  ice lenses are expected  beginning at +- 40 ° and  thickening toward  the 
poles where a m a x i m u m  thickness  o f  1-2 km is predic ted" .  He estimated that water 
content in the Martian permafrost should be between 25 and 50%. Since Viking 
Lander 2 (VL2), is at 48 ° north latitude, Fanale's model has predicted that it should 
be in a permafrost area. The fact that the soil samples and terrain features are not 
indicative of permafrost may be due to chemical weathering of the surface material 
in the intense ultraviolet solar radiation. Since the deepest trench depth reported by 
Moore et al. (1977) at the VL2 site is 6 cm, it is difficult to conclude whether or not 
permafrost exists beneath a surface of chemically and mechanically weathered 
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dust. Perhaps of more importance here is the fact that as much as 8% soil moisture 
could have been present in the excavated soil, and that the latest terrestrial recipe 
fcr Martian soil (Toulmin et al., 1977) is approximately 50% nontroniteua clay 
mineral that would have dehydrated during sample storage within the lander. For 
the purposes of the present analysis, a soil moisture content of 2% by mass will be 
assumed accessible in the Martian soil at depths of less than 1 m in latitudes where 
the soil temperature does not exceed 273°K. That quantity is consistent with the 
bound water estimates obtained by Houck et al. (1973) from high altitude, airborne, 
infrared spectroscopic measurements. 

In conclusion, water is available on the Martian surface and in its atmosphere. 
The quantity of water in a saturated atmosphere is only on the order of 10 -4 kg of 
water per kg of atmosphere (Owen et al., 1977) making atmospheric water difficult 
to obtain. Soil moisture content varies from nominally 100% in the north polar 
region to perhaps less than one percent in the upper few centimeters of soil around 
Viking landers. The theoretical volatile inventory models for Mars, supported by 
substantial photographic evidence, indicate that significant quantities of water are 
available in much of the soil. Infrared measurements from Earth have shown that 
the average bound water content at the Martian surface is between 0.3 and 3%, and 
a 2% moisture content is therefore representative. Actual water content will depend 
on the particular landing site, but a 2% moisture content appears to be conservative 
over much of the Martian surface. 

Future landing site selections should be based primarily on the anticipated 
scientific value of the location. Therefore, need for water as a propellant resource 
should not dictate landing site selection. However, accessibility to water--  
particularly in the upper few meters of soil--is a complimentary objective of both 
geological (Mutch, 1977) and biological (Cameron, 1977) site selection. 

Propellant selection 

If carbon dioxide and water are considered as primary raw materials for rocket 
propellant production, the question of picking a preferred fuel-oxidizer combina- 
tion for a Martian ascent vehicle must be answered. Certainly liquid hydrogen- 
oxygen propellant is a superior propellant to carbon monoxide-oxygen, in terms of 
performance (Hill and Peterson, 1965), but the 20°K boiling temperature of 
hydrogen (at one atmosphere) requires substantial cryogenic refrigeration. The 
cooling power required for hydrogen liquefaction and storage has been estimated to 
be approximately 1000 W for the system sizes discussed subsequently. That power 
requirement is not prohibitive, but even optimistic refrigeration equipment mass 
estimates of 1 kg/W (Stark et al., 1974) result in excessive system mass require- 
ments. At this point, the low estimated specific impulse for carbon monoxide- 
oxygen propellant and the high system mass required for hydrogen-oxygen 
propellant suggest that some other propellant combination might be more desirable 
on Mars. The logic used to select liquid methane-oxygen as the most desirable 
ascent vehicle propellant follows. 

A variety of fuels can be made from different combinations of carbon dioxide 
and water. Although catalytic methanation reactions typically utilize carbon 
monoxide and hydrogen (Seglin, 1975), carbon dioxide can also be used. 
Consequently, a variety of C-H and C-H-O fuels can be examined in terms of 
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propulsive performance, liquefaction energy and storage characteristics, along 
with availability from carbon dioxide and water. Characteristics of representive 
propellant candidates are listed in Table 1. Oxidizer-fuel ratio was varied using the 
computer program of Gordon and McBride (1971) to produce nominal maximum 
specific impulse, and ideal liquefaction work was calculated using procedures 
described by Barron (1966). Density and specific impulse of the baseline sterilizable 
solid propellant, considered for the automated rendezvous mission of Mellin and 
Scofield (1974) is also listed for comparison. The table does not include an 
assessment of chemical procedures required for fuel production. 

Stecker (1968) has summarized procedures for producing an extensive variety 
of chemical compounds. Although that work does not include all possible 
production methods, it does give an indication of the ease of production. Propane 
and butane can be disqualified because of the difficulty in producing them from 
carbon dioxide and water. Although methanol can be produced from the Martian 
raw materials, the process involves a series of chemical reactions and is 
complicated (Cappelli et al., 1972). Furthermore, only recently has technology been 
demonstrated for producing carbon monoxide from carbon dioxide. In order of 
availability in terms of chemical technology, formation of hydrogen from elec- 
trolysis of water is simplest, followed by production of methane, then methanol and 
finally carbon monoxide. Methane production will be discussed in some detail later 
in this work. 

Table !. Cryogenic and propulsive characteristics of propellant candidates 

Combined 

Liquefaction Liquefaction Oxidizer/ Average Specific 

Temperature T Energy T fuel Density Impulse § 

Constituent OK KJ/Kg Ratio Kg/M3 KN-seo/Kg 

Oxidizer 

02 90.2 310 

Fuel 

H2 20.4 5900 

CO 81.6 390 

CH4 111.4 460 

C3H8 230.6 O 

C4HI0 273.6 0 

CH3OH 337.7 0 

5.0 324 4.18 

0.5 887 2.54 

3.4 812 3.35 

3.6 940 3.22 

1.7 852 3.09 

1.45 963 3.06 

Sterilizable Solid from Mellln and Scofield (1974) 1710 2.80 

tPressure: 1.013 bar. 
tldeal Work, Ambient temperature: 200 K, liquefaction pressure: 1 bar 

Chamer pressure 27.6 bar, Area expansion ratio 80: 1, atmospheric pressure 
6.6 rob. Specific impulse of 89% of equilibrium value. 

§Chamber pressure of 27.6 bar, Area expansion ratio 80: !, atmospheric 
pressure 6.6 mb. Specific impulse of 89% of equilibrium value. 
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Although the ideal liquefaction work requirements listed in Table 1 do not 
reflect actual liquefaction work--indeed the actual work may be four or five times 
greater--they allow an unbiased comparison of fuel and overall propellant 
liquefaction requirements. Since Martian ambient temperature is on the order of 
200°K, ideal liquefaction work was estimated assuming an environmental tempera- 
ture of 200°K. Either very large liquefaction work requirements or very low storage 
(boiling) temperatures result in serious refrigeration system mass penalties. Both 
problems are present for hydrogen. The absence of liquefaction energy require- 
ments for butane, propane and methanol fuels, though desirable, does not eliminate 
refrigeration because all the propellants use liquid oxygen as the oxidizer. Using 
required liquefaction work for methane-oxygen as the reference value, ideal 
liquefaction work per kilogram of propellant stored has been used as a basis for 
ranking the propellants in Table 2. Oxidizer fuel ratios from Table 1 were employed 
in the calculations, and the significant oxygen liquefaction energy requirement is 
apparent from the table. Except for hydrogen, liquefaction temperatures on the 
order of 100°K are required and those temperatures are considered moderate in 
terms of the Martian environment. 

Specific impulse calculations were made for identical chamber pressure and 
expansion ratios, as indicated in Table 1. As mentioned previously, oxidizer-fuel 
ratio was varied to maximize specific impulse, and 89% of the equilibrium value was 
assumed achieveable from an actual liquid rocket engine. From the data presented, 
methane-oxygen produces an expected specific impulse which is 80% of the 
hydrogen-oxygen value and is higher than all other candidates. The fact that it is 
more than 30% higher than carbon monoxide-oxygen is considered the major 
reason for making methane-oxygen the primary propellant candidate in this work. 

In summary, excluding considerations of water availability, methane-oxygen 
propellant is superior to carbon monoxide-oxygen in terms of available chemical 
technology, liquefaction work required and, most importantly, yields significantly 
higher predicted performance. Massive cryogenic refrigeration systems anti- 
cipated for the hydrogen-oxygen propellant processor make that system less 
attractive than either carbon monoxide-oxygen or methane-oxygen, because no 
significant reduction in landed mass is predicted for that concept. 

Martian automated refueling station strategy 
As was previously mentioned, the primary objective of the automated refueling 

station concept is to reduce significantly the landed mass. Methane propellant was 

Table 2. Comparison of  propellant liquefaction work 

FUEL NORMALIZED PROPELLANT LIQUEFACTION WORK 

C~30M 

C4H10 

C3H 8 

C~ 4 

CO 

H 2 

0.533 

0.567 

0.705 

1.000 

1.056 

3.6O9 
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selected as the primary propellant candidate because it required relatively simple 
chemical processes and modest liquefaction work, while simultaneously producing 
a relatively high performance propellant. That selection results in a system mass 
which should be smaller than any of the other refueling candidates considered, but 
it does not guarantee a reduction in landed mass. System size is controlled by the 
amount of propellant required and the length of time available for its manufacture. 
Both of these parameters are governed by mission design. 

Two mission designs have been considered in this analysis. Sample return 
missions are examined in some detail because a great deal of quantitative 
information is available.t In addition, preliminary calculations are presented for 
a manned mission design because of the unique opportunities offered by the 
automated refueling station concept. The direct return mission described in detail 
by Weaver, Norton and Darnell (1975), hereafter designated WND, is the primary 
reference in the subsequent analysis. However, because all of the missions 
considered utilize conjunction-class interplanetary trajectories, refueling station 
design strategy is the same for all the missions described. 

When conjunction-class interplanetary trajectories are employed between 
Mars and Earth, typical flight times between the planets are about 325 days. Of 
more importance to this study, the waiting time between arrival at Mars and the 
next opportunity for Earth return is typically on the order of 400 days (see WND 
for example). If 1 kg of propellant were manufactured per hour during the entire 
400 day waiting period, nearly 10 metric tons of propellant would be available 
for a return mission. Furthermore, a 1 kg/hr propellant production rate (17 g/rain) 
is a very small throughout which is typical of "bench" experiments on Earth. 
Consequently, conjunction-class trajectories between Earth and Mars offer an 
extended period of time on the Martian surface, which can permit a small 
refueling station to produce substantial quantities of propellant. 

Of equal, but perhaps less obvious importance to the refueling station extend- 
ed operation time is the energy source for its operation. Two types of energy 
sources appear suitable for a refueling station power supply; solar cell arrays 
and radioisotope thermal generators (RTG's). The Martian orbit produces 
significantly lower and more variable solar intensity on the surface than on Earth 
(see Levine e t  a l . ,  1977), thus requiring quite large solar cell arrays compared to 
Earth systems. Because of possible dust storm activity solar power would 
probably be less reliable than an RTG system. Consequently, an RTG power 
generation system has been assumed in this analysis. 

Inasmuch as RTG power generators require that a radioisotope thermal 
source be carried from Earth, the mass reduction accomplished by a refueling 
station may seem questionable. However, if the radioisotope is plutonium 238 
with a half life of 89 y, the energy density, assuming 10% efficiency in con- 
version of thermal energy to propellant during 400 days of operation, is about 
600 MJ/kg compared to a theoretical estimated energy density of 10 MJ/kg for 
methane-oxygen propellant. Therefore a radioisotope energy source requires 
about 2% as much landed mass as a corresponding amount of energy in the form 
of a conventional rocket propellant. 

?See Mellin and Scofleld (1974); Weaver (1974); Moore and Seofield (1975); Weaver, Norton and 
Darnell (1975) and Weaver et al. (1975). 
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The thesis of the automated refueling station strategy is that it can reduce 
landed mass by taking advantage of the extended time on the Martian surface to 
manufacture rocket propellant. The extended mission time permits efficient 
conversion of energy from an RTG source of very high energy density (in terms 
of a 400 day utilization) to a large quantity of high performance propellant, using 
a small propellant processor. The remainder of this work will be concerned with 
providing details for the systems required by the two potential missions. 

Sample return mission propellant requirements 
Jaffe et al. (1974) have suggested that the minimum acceptable scientific 

sample size from Mars is 50 g. Weaver, Norton and Darnell (1975) (WND) have 
considered direct return of a 200g sample in detail. That sample size is 
marginally large enough to permit two separately gathered samples. The remote 
automated rendezvous sample return mission discussed by Melling and Scofield 
(1974) considered return of a 1 kg sample. The 1 kg sample size should permit 
significantly more flexibility in sample selection and variety, and will be consi- 
dered the baseline sample size or requirement in subsequent calculations. 

The direct return mission study of WND considered 1979 and 1981 launch 
opportunities, while Mellin and Scofield (1974) considered the 1981 opportunity. 
Consequently, the 1981 opportunity will be considered here for comparison 
purposes. WND utilized a three stage vehicle to propel the sample Earth orbiting 
capsule from Mars. The first two stages were sterilizable solid propellant motors 
with a specific impulse of 2.87 kN-sec/kg (km/sec) which placed the third stage 
and Earth orbiting capsule in a Mars parking orbit. The third stage utilized a 
bipropellant to transport the sample and Earth orbiting capsule back to Earth. 
A total velocity requirement of 4.373 km/sec was estimated for the first two 
stages to place the return system in an appropriate parking orbit. The departure 
velocity requirement for placing the Earth orbiting capsule on its departure 
course from Mars was 1.275 km/sec. Hence, a total velocity requirement of 
5.648 km/sec is required to place an Earth orbiting capsule on a course for orbit 
insertion at Earth (WND). 

The system considered here has been modified in several ways. First, the 
specific impulse for sterilizable propellant of 2.87 km/sec appears optimistic and 
a more conservative value (see Mellin and Scofield, 1974) of 2.795 km/sec has 
been assumed. Second, a 1 kg sample is assumed and all relevant masses have 
been scaled accordingly. Third, the total Mars ascent from surface to trans-Earth 
trajectory will be assumed accomplished by a single stage liquid methane- 
oxygen rocket with a specific impulse of 3.35 km/sec. 

Although the velocity increment required for return Earth orbit insertion on 
the 1981 mission has not been reported by WND (the 1979 requirement was 
1.35 km/sec), the estimated velocity increment is 1.673 km/sec. Employing the 
modifications previously mentioned, an Earth orbit capsule can be redesigned 
with mass allocations given in Table 3, which also includes the original WNB 
allocations for comparison. 

The primary propulsion for the Earth Return vehicle in WND is not required, 
but the total mass of 73.6 kg which is attributed to neither A V corrections nor 
primary propulsion (i.e. communication, navigation and support equipment) is 
considered necessary. The velocity correction propulsion mass changes due to 
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Table 3. Earth orbit capsule mass allocations 

System WND Present 

Propulsion 8.1 kg 27.5 kg 

Structure 3.4 9.6 

Telecommunication 1.8 1.8 

Power 1.9 1.9 

Sample canister 0.7 3.5 

Sample 0.2 1.0 

Total 16.1 kg 45.3 kg 

the modified sample system and adds an estimated 20.6 kg to the Earth return 
vehicle. Consequently, the total mass which must receive a velocity increment of 
5.648 km/sec from the Mars ascent vehicle is estimated to be 239.5 kg which has 
been rounded off to 240 kg. 

In order to size the Mars ascent vehicle, an estimate of propellant to 
propulsion vehicle mass fraction A is required. Recently, Wright and Edgecombe 
(1976) have studied trends in pressure fed and pump fed liquid propellant 
rockets. It is anticipated that, based on propellant density, a liquid methane- 
oxygen rocket should exhibit mass fraction characteristics approximately 
midway between hydrogen-oxygen and N204-monomethyl hydrazine. Figure 1 
shows a comparison between propellant mass fractions for pump fed hydrogen- 
oxygen, N204-monomethyl hydrazine based on Wright and Edgecombe (1976), 
and the nominal methane-oxygen rocket. Assuming the propellant mass fraction 
is A, the propellant mass can be calculated from the equation (Hill and Peterson, 
1965): 

Mo÷-  
AV =/~p In (1) 

where A V is the required velocity increment Ocm/sec), I,p is the specific impulse 
(kN-sec/kg), Mo is the mass on top of the rocket, and Mp is the propellant mass. 
Using A V = 5.648 kmlsec and l~p = 3.35 km/sec, along with Fig. 1, the propellant 
mass, Mp, can be calculated by trial and error. The resulting estimated propellant 
mass is 3330kg, with an associated inert mass of 517 kg. Consequently, the 
estimated landed mass of the dry Mars ascent vehicle is 757 kg. 

Manned mission propeihmt requirements 
Besides potential reductions in landed mass, the Mars automated refueling 

concept offers additional benefits for manned exploration. By launching an 
unmanned refueling station and ascent vehicle one conjunction trajectory 
opportunity prior to the actual manned mission, the return vehicle can be 
certified at the Martian surface prior to the commitment of personnel. The nominal 
750 day time interval between launches nearly doubles the time available for 
propellant production, compared to the sample return mission. Assuming a two 
man surface mission and that the function of the manned Mars acscent vehicle is to 
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Fig. 1. Propellant mass fraction as a function of propellant mass for pump fed liquid propellant 
systems. 

place the crew in a Martian orbit for rendezvous with a mother ship, the required 
orbiting capsule could have approximately the same mass as the Apollo lunar 
ascent module. The nominal orbiting vehicle mass (Anon., 1971) is therefore 
2700 kg, and the velocity increment required for rendezvous orbit in the WND 1981 
mission is 4.557 km/sec. Using the same procedure as described in the sample 
return analysis, the propellant mass exceeds the plotted limit in Fig. 1. 
Consequently, a limiting propellant mass fraction of 0.89 has been assumed and the 
required propellant mass is therefore 12,200 kg, with an associated inert mass of 
1500 kg. The resulting estimated dry landed mass is 4200 kg. 

In summary, the estimated propellant required for a 1 kg sample return 
mission is 3330 kg and for the manned surface mission is 12,200 kg. Since the 
optimum oxidizer fuel ratio is not stoichiometric, actual propellant which must 
be produced is 3780 kg and 13,850 kg, respectively, resulting in an excess oxygen 
supply of 448 kg for the sample return mission and 1640 kg for the manned 
mission. Propellant production rates of 10 kg/day for the sample return mission 
and 20 kg per day for the manned mission would yield the appropriate amounts 
of propellant in 378 days and 693 days, respectively. 

Details of mars automated refueling station 

From the estimated propellant requirements and current knowledge of the 
Mars atmosphere and soil properties, it is possible to develop first order 
estimates of the components required to produce liquid methane-oxygen propel- 
lant. Site selection will affect significantly the design of the soil water extractor. 
Other components are not particularly sensitive to landing site, and conversion 
from a sample return system to a manned system amounts to doubling the sizes of 
the sample return quantities. Because of probable intermittency in water and 
carbon dioxide supplies, those components will be designed assuming a fifty 
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per cent duty cycle. However, water electrolysis (required for oxygen production 
and hydrogen production for methanation of CO2) will be assumed continuous, 
because the electrical power source is sized by the peak demand from the 
electrolysis cell. A schematic of the overall system is shown in Fig. 2. Each 
component of that system will be considered separately in the subsequent analysis. 

Because the refueling stations for the two missions differ oaly by a factor of 
two, the sample return system will be considered here and the manned station 
will be tabulated at the end of this section. The 50% duty cycle assumed for raw 
material collection requires that those systems be sized to supply twice as much 
of the raw material as for continuous operation. Hence, a carbon dioxide supply 
of 11 kg/day will be considered appropriate for the sample return system, with a 
corresponding water supply of 9 kg/day. 

Methanation and electrolysis 

The unique feature of the refueling station concept presented here is its 
utilization of atmospheric and soil resources to produce rocket propellant with 
significantly higher performance than propellant derived solely from the at- 
mosphere, and without the cryogenic problems associated with hydrogen 
liquefaction when soil water is the only resource. The central element in that 
concept is the methanator. Two chemical reactions are utilized for this methanation 
process: 

Catalyst 
CO2 + 4H2 ~ CH4+ 2H20 (2) 

and 
Electrolysis 

2H20 + 2H20 ~ 4H2 + 202. (3) 

Based on these reactions, half the water utilized in the electrolysis cell can be 
supplied by the methanation reactor. Technology for both chemical reactions has 
been demonstrated and will be discussed separately. 

Water electrolysis is one method employed for commercial production of 
hydrogen. Escalating energy costs are driving that technology toward electrically 
efficient systems. McAlvey et al. (1974) report hydrogen can currently be 
produced with an electrical energy consumption of 48 KWh/kg H2. They further 
indicate that thermally assisted electrolysis cells should be capable of producing 
hydrogen ultimately at the rate of 33 KWh/kgH2. In the present study, an 
efficiency which yields 44.7 KWh/kgH2 (5 KWh/kgH20) has been assumed. 
Production of propellant from 9 kg of electrolyzed water per day requires a 
continuous power level of 1.875 kW. The electrolysis cell is expected to operate 
at a pressure of 67 bars and contain a 6 day supply of water. The anticipated 
mass and volume of that element are 60 Kg and 501., respectively. 

Lalancetta (1975) has recently patented a catalytic system which can convert 
carbon dioxide and hydrogen to methane and water, as indicated in Eqn (1). 
Other systems are also available (Seglin, 1975) and a pilot plant based on a 
similar, but proprietary, catalytic bed principle has been operated by Texaco 
Inc., MontebeUo, California. All use nickel based catalysts and Seglin (1975) 
reports that the conversion efficiency is controlled largely by the ability of the 
reactor to carry away heat generated by the exothermic reaction. Assuming 
5.5 kg of carbon dioxide are converted daily, 200 W of thermal energy must be 
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extracted from the methanator  at 560°K. Since the methanator  and electrolysis 
cell both operate continuously,  we have assumed that heat is used to thermally 
assist the electrolysis cell as shown in Fig. 2. 

The methanator  should be operated at an elevated pressure to improve its 
conversion efficiency. Assuming heat pipes carry the liberated heat to the 
electrolysis cell and control the methanator  temperature at a level of ap- 
proximately 600°K, a high conversion efficiency should be achieved. The 
methanator  pressure should be maintained at 60 to 70 bars- - jus t  below the 
pressure of the electrolysis ce l l - -so  that hydrogen from the electrolysis cell can 
be utilized directly without compression. Energy required to supply water and 
carbon dioxide to the two devices at a pressure of 70 bars amounts to ap- 
proximately 20W total, assuming the fluids are pumped in liquid phase and the 
pumps are a~ least 15% efficient. 

Additional elements are required in the methanator  to separate water, un- 
conver ted  carbon dioxide and hydrogen from the methane,  as indicated in Fig. 2. 
Hydrogen  contamination can be avoided by providing excess carbon dioxide to 
the methanator.  Should traces of hydrogen remain after methanation, even with 
excess carbon dioxide, Kirk and Ziegler (1964) indicate that approximately 0.1% 
by mass can be dissolved in liquid methane at the temperature and pressure of the 
propellant tank. Estimated total mass of the methanator,  including separation 
equipment  is 40 kg. 

Soil water extractor 

As mentioned previously,  the soil water extractor  design will vary appreci- 
ably with landing site. If the sample return vehicle were landed in the north polar 
region, water ice would be directly accessible and the terrain may be smooth. 
Similar conditions may prevail in the south polar region, although a pure carbon 
dioxide ice layer or at least a clathrate may reduce accessibility to water ice. If 
the landing site has easily accessible underlying permafrost ,  as predicted by 
Fanale (1976) for much of the planet, between 25 and 50% water ice by mass 
could be extracted from the soil. All three cases would require mimmal water 
extract ion equipment.  However ,  the calculations presented here will assume 2% 
water by mass can be extracted from the soil when it is heated to 500°K. 

Kieffer (1976) has reported estimates for  Martian soil thermophysical  pro- 
perties based on Viking data. Soil density was estimated to be 1650-  + 150 Kg/m 3. 
Kieffer (1976) reports that soil specific heat varies with temperature according 
to: 

Cp(T) = 0.59 + 2.3 × 1 0  -3 (T-220°K) kJ/kg°K (4) 

and the nominal soil thermal conductivi ty is 0.09 W/m°K. Based on the 2% water 
assumption and the thermophysical  data, 346 1. of soil must be excavated daily to 
provide 9 kg of water. If one or two small mini rovers are deployed from the 
propellant plant, they could slightly exceed the soil requirement  by returning a 
total of three soil batches of 5 1. each per hour. Because of the rocky terrain 
which will probably be encountered,  it is likely that only about 10% of the 
surface area around the refueling station will be excavatable to an average depth 
of 35 cm. Consequently,  the mini rovers  must have an operational radius of 25 m 
to collect sufficient soil for the total mission water  requirement.  
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If the vehicles scoop the soil into a hopper, Moore et al. (1977) have provided 
information to estimate digging force and power requirements, based on the 
Viking scoop performance. If the scoop angle and velocity (2.5 cm/sec) are the 
same as the Viking lander scoops, and the soil piles up in the scoop to a depth 
which varies linearly with depth of scoop penetration, a scoop 15 cm wide which 
digs 2.5 cm deep as it travels requires a propulsive force of approximately 18 
Newtons. Small tracked mini rover vehicles can be expected to have a friction 
coefficient of about 0.6, which means that vehicle mass must be at least 8 kg to 
permit the required digging force. However,  since spent soil must be returned 
from the batch processor, some of the spent soil can be used for ballast during 
initial scooping, and the minimum vehicle mass can be about 5 kg, with a 
fully-loaded mass of 11.5 kg. Power requirements are small. If the mini rover 
transmission efficiencies are 10%, each vehicle requires about 5 W. If two mini 
rovers are operated simultaneously, 10 W are required. Allowing for two backup, 
excavating mini rovers and some support equipment, the mass allotted to soil 
retrieval equipment is 25 kg. 

Water extraction can be accomplished by a batch processor which utilizes 
heat rejected from the power generation equipment. Depending on the power 
generation system selected, no loss in electrical power need occur from the 
500°K temperature requirement. Using the specific heat eqn (4), the thermal 
heating load for the batch processor is 3 kw for the soil heating and 0.4 kw for 
water vaporization. Heating will permit the soil compartment to pressurize 
naturally to about 16mb, which will permit the water to condense at 285°K. 
Water condensation requires a radiator with a cooling capacity of 300W at 
285°K. The remainder of the 3.4 kw thermal load can be partially recovered in 
the processor if desired, although the soil is not a good thermal medium. Since a 
2 kw power generator operating at 30% efficiency (a lower efficiency provides 
more heat for this process) must reject 6.7 kw of heat, soil heat requirements are 
not excessive. Soil must still be transported within the batch processor, and 
50W have been allocated for that purpose. Estimated mass o~ the batch 
processor is 25 kg, excluding the water condenser. 

Carbon dioxide collector 

Atmospheric density at the Martian surface is nominally 0.015 kg/m 3 (Self  
and Kirk, 1977). In order to collect 11 kg of carbon dioxide per day, about 9 1. of 
atmosphere must be collected per sec. That flow rate can be supplied by a 
portable laboratory vacuum pump with a 700 W motor. However, those systems 
are typically massive (on the order of 50-100kg) and the 700W power 
consumption is large compared to other components in the system. In addition, it 
will be difficult to filter dust from the 6.6 mb pressure atmosphere because of the 
associated small tolerable pressure drop through the filter. An alternative ap- 
proach has been developed here which appears capable of reducing component 
mass and power consumption and may be potentially more reliable than the 
vacuum pump system. 

Kieffer et al. (1976) have reported that carbon dioxide will solidify from the 
Martian atmosphere at a temperature of 148°K. Since the average ambient 
temperature is 200°K and temperatures near 148"K occur during winter nights, 
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cryogenic collection appears feasible. The latent heat of sublimation of carbon 
dioxide at 148°K is 598.6 kJ/kg (Din, 1962). Consequently, approximately 81 W of 
cooling would be capable of solidifying the CO2 at 148°K from an initial 210°K 
ambient temperature. Of the 81 W of cooling, 76 W are required for the phase 
change. A more realistic estimate of the cooling required for CO2 solidification 
can be determined using a simplified heat transfer analysis which will be 
discussed briefly. 

A schematic of the proposed CO2 collector configuration is shown in Fig. 3. 
The coil diameter (75 cm) and separation distance between shielding plates 
05  cm) are determined by the minimum facing area which permits sufficient 
atmosphere to cross the coil. Wind speeds down to 0.1 m/sec provide adequate 
atmospheric flow rate. At high winds speeds, it may be desirable to close the gap 
between the shielding plates or adjust louvers around the periphery to control 
the flow rate and minimize the atmospheric cooling lost to the surroundings. 
Hess et al. (1977) have reported preliminary wind speed data for both Viking 
lander sites and their data suggest that hourly wind speed never averages less 
than I m/sec at any time during the day. Since higher wind speeds bring more 
atmosphere in contact with the coil, and the speed through the coil region can be 
controlled above a threshold value, a 1 m per sec flow velocity has been assumed 
in this analysis. 

15 CM 

t 

Fig. 3. Cross sectional view of carbon dioxide collector. 

REFLECTING INSULATION 

COOLING COIL 

FROST SCRAPER 

REFLECTING INSULATION 

Atmospheric transport properties have been calculated using procedures 
described by Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot (1960), and the principal atmospheric 
constituents reported by Owen et al. (1977). Assuming a tube diameter of 1 cm, 
convection heat transfer coefficients between 1 and 8 W/m~'K can be encoun- 
tered for flow speeds between 0.1 m/sec and 10 m/sec over the range of density 
and mean temperature conditions likely to occur. An additional radiation 
contribution of about 60 W/m 2 can be expected. 

Schneider (1973) has presented a procedure for estimating the rate of 
solidification of a homogeneous fluid. However, the procedure, though straight- 
forward, requires considerably more information. The method of cooling, as well 
as coolant temperature, affect significantly the collector performance. The 
density and thermal conductivity of the solid, along with its instantaneous 
thickness are also important. Since the atmosphere is not pure carbon dioxide, 
the calculations can only be estimates of actual performance. 

Density and thermal conductivity of solid carbon dioxide condensed on the 
collector coil are the most important data missing from the Schneider (1973) 
procedure requirements. In addition, if liquid methane is circulated through the 
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coil and boiling heat transfer is employed to effect CO2 condensation, overall 
heat transfer coefficient data are required from the methane side. Probable 
density and thermal conductivity of solid carbon dioxide can be estimated from 
Cook and Davey (1976). Since the frost is likely to be porous, a density of 
800 kg/m 3 with a corresponding thermal conductivity of 0.15 W/m°K have been 
used, compared to reported upper limits of 1500kg/m 3 for density and 
0.25 W/m°K for thermal conductivity. Boiling heat transfer for methane in the 
reduced Martian gravitational field can be estimated from correlations given by 
Rohsenow (1952), and an effective value of 2500 W/m2°K has been used which 
includes thermal resistance for the tube. Assuming methane is allowed to boil at 
130°K, an estimated cooling load of 91 W was calculated. Assuming 10% 
additional losses occur, a cooling load of 100 W has been assumed for carbon 
dioxide collection in a 1 m/sec wind. 

Carbon dioxide frost can be collected by a "wind shield wiper" like scraper 
which scrapes the coil about twice an hour. The frost can then be fed into an 
extruder which compresses the solid to about 68 bars pressure and feeds it into a 
storage tank. By applying heat during the extrusion process, the carbon dioxide 
temperature can be elevated above 218°K to liquefy the frost (Din, 1962). A 
thermal heating load of 38 W is required. Because the liquid carbon dioxide is 
near the triple point and only half the flow rate is required to operate the 
methanator (methanation and electrolysis are assumed to occur continuously, 
whereas carbon dioxide is collected with a 50% duty cycle) a thermal heating 
load of only 20 W at 250°K is required to vaporize the carbon dioxide to supply 
the methanator. In effect, the carbon dioxide is condensed from the atmosphere 
and prior to its introduction into the methanator is distilled, thus minimizing dust 
contamination. A six day storage capacity for the carbon dioxide collector, 
should be sufficient to prevent down time and intermittency conditions at the 
collector from interfering with methanation. A tank volume of 55.61. with a 
corresponding mass of 30 kg can meet the storage requirement. The coil scraper 
and extruder system has an estimated mass of 15 kg, with an estimated electric 
power requirement of about 15 W. 

Relrigeraflon 
Three segments of the propellant processor require refrigeration: carbon 

dioxide extraction; propellant liquefaction; and cryogenic storage. Cooling load 
for the carbon dioxide extractor has already been estimated to be 100 W. A 
straightforward calculation of the propellant liquefaction energy requirement 
shows that 46 W are necessary, also at a temperature of 130°K, for that purpose. 
Assuming cryogenic insulation is applied to the outside of the storage tank (outer 
ascent vehicle fuel tank) and a thermal resistance of 0.01 WIm~'K is achieved 
between the methane and the ambient environment, a cryogenic cooling load of 
20 W is estimated. Consequently, a total refrigeration cooling requirement of 
166 W at 130°K is anticipated for this system. 

If heat is rejected from the refrigeration unit at a temperature of 260°K, a 
Carnot cycle coefficient of performance of one represents a limiting value. A 
variety of refrigeration cycles should be examined, but it is likely that a system 
can be developed which consumes 550 W and supplies 166 W of cooling at 30% 
of Carnot efficiency. Estimated system mass is 90kg (Stark et  ai. ,  1974). A 
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significant consideration in that design is efficiency because the requirement of 
720 W of heat rejection at 260°K makes the refrigerator the largest heat rejector 
in the processor system (excluding the power generator). 

Heat rejection radiators 
Heat rejection occurs principally in the refrigeration cycle and at the two 

elements where water is condensed--in the soil water extractor and in the 
methanator. Soil water extraction requires a cooling rate of 300 W at 2850K and 
the methanator water condenser requires 140 W at 350°K, bringing the total heat 
rejection requirement to 1200 W, after other small gas cooling requirements are 
added. 

Since the most serious heat rejection requirement is for the refrigerator, 
radiator performance calculations have been made using a 260~K design 
temperature. Convection cooling can contribute significantly to the radiator 
performance, but radiator size is then determined by requirements similar to 
those imposed on the COs collector. The radiator must present a large enough 
cross-sectional area to the wind to produce an appropriate atmospheric mass 
flow rate through the radiator. Assuming radiator panels are arranged in a 
circular array and that the atmospheric temperature (initially 210°K) is elevated 
YK both times it crosses the cooling tubes, the radiator array should be a 1.5 m 
dia circle with I m high panels. Panels can consist of 1 cm dia tubes with spacing of 
1.6-2 cm between centers. Estimated mass of the radiator array is 45 kg. 

The components discussed to this point can be considered as the ones which 
are uniquely defined by the Mars automated refueling station concept. A 
breakdown in terms of component mass and power consumption is presented in 
Table 4. The total mass of 337 kg is about 10% of the mass of propellant it 
produces. However, the total power requirement of 2.515 kW must be supplied 
by an additional element, which adds considerably to the refueling station mass. 

Table 4. Estimated power and mass for martian automated refueling station components 

(X)MPONENT POWER MASS 

E1ectrolysis Cell 1.875 kW 60 kg 

Refrlgerator .550 kW 90 kg 

Soll Water Processor .050 kW 25 kg 

Pumps .020 kW 7 kg 

CO 2 Collector .015 k'W 45 kg 

Mini Rovers .010 kW 25 kg 

Radiators m 45 kg 

Methanator -- 40 kg 

Total 2.515 kW 337 kg 

Power Generator 3.000 kW 375 kg 
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Design of power generation equipment is not within the present study. However, 
even though the state of development has not reached an "off the shelf" stage, a 
considerable amount of development work for space applications has been done, 
and will be briefly discussed here. 

Power generation equipment 
Compact reactor and radioisotope thermal nuclear heat sources have both 

been considered in this investigation. They can both be used to power either a 
thermoelectric or Brayton cycle power generator. Reactor systems are not as 
close to a flight ready state as the isotope systems. However,  sufficient data is 
presently available to estimate realistically system size and mass. 

NASA Lewis Research Center has been actively involved in the development 
of Brayton cycle power generation hardware for space applications in the 
1-15 kW~ range (Nussle et al., 1974 and Dunn, 1976). Advanced versions of those 
components are currently being integrated for a future space flight test (Kenney 
et al., 1976). Those systems have been designed to employ plutonium isotope 
sources, and are in an advanced state of development. The plutonium isotope 
source is rapidly becoming a standard element for space hardware. 

Koenig et al. (1977) have examined the feasibility of using a compact high 
temperature, heat pipe cooled, fast nuclear reactor heat source for both ther- 
moelectric and Brayton cycle generators. Although less developed, the reactors 
offer the advantage of start-up and shut-down control of the heat source which is 
not available with isotope sources. That control can be very desirable during the 
325 day Earth to Mars trip. Furthermore, the designs of Koenig et al. (1977) 
show that a 5 kW~ thermoelectric system can be built with a system mass of 
390 kg. Since heat rejection occurs at 770°K and the electric conversion 
efficiency is only 6%, practically unlimited thermal energy is available for the 
soil water extraction system. 

The Brayton cycle systems considered by Koenig et al. (1977) were in the 
50-250 kW~ range and cannot be scaled readily to the power requirements for 
this system (linear scaling suggests the 3 kW~ system mass would be 66k g!). 
However,  Kenney et al. (1976) show that isotope driven systems generating 
3 kW~ can be built with a system mass of 375 kg. Brayton cycle systems offer 
several advantages over thermoelectric systems for the present application. 
First, because a fluid (usually helium and xenon) is used to transport thermal 
energy around the cycle, the thermal energy required for soil water extraction is 
readily available. Second, the systems can be built to perform very reliably as 
indicated by Dunn (1976). Furthermore, by using CO2 as the working fluid, small 
leaks which might occur during an extended mission could be tolerated, by 
extracting make-up gas from the atmosphere. 

Further study is required to define the best power generation system for an 
automated refueling station. However,  it is reasonable to assume a 3 kW¢ system 
(which supplies nearly 500 W of excess power) can be built which has a mass of 
less than 375 kg. 

Discussion and conclusions 
Total mass of the automated refueling station with power generation equip- 
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ment is 712k g, which will probably be more nearly 750kg after structural 
integration is considered. Estimated ascent vehicle landed mass was 757 kg, 
which will approach 850 kg when a launching system is included (Mellin and 
Scofield, 1974). Hence, the total landed mass of the Mars ascent vehicle system 
is estimated to be 1600 kg. 

Lander system mass is difficult to estimate in terms of Viking lander data, 
because it is likely that propulsion from the Mars ascent vehicle can be utilized 
to assist the landing. In fact, by bringing the ascent vehicle from Earth to Mars 
with up to 3330 kg of propellant, significant improvements in Mars descent 
vehicle performance appear possible. The ascent vehicle engine could be utilized 
to bring the lander system into a prescribed low Martian orbit to reduce 
aeroshell performance requirements. In addition, remaining propellant could be 
used as the primary descent thruster for Mars landing, thus combining two 
required propulsion systems. Estimated lander system mass is 330 kg without 
propellant, based on WND data, assuming linear scaling and 56% of the descent 
propulsion inerts can be eliminated. When descent propulsion mass is included, 
the mass of the sample return system which must be attached to the descent 
parachute is estimated to be 2100k g, while the estimated dry landed mass is 
1930 kg. Since the fully fueled ascent vehicle mass is estimated to be 4087 kg, the 
dry landed mass is only 47% of the needed ascent vehicle mass. 

The dry landed mass and ascent vehicle mass (including the automated 
refueling station) are nominally the same as the respective estimated masses for 
the WND direct return mission. However, the sample size returned in this 
analysis is 5 times larger than the sample considered in their design and the 
return capsule inserted at Earth orbit is nearly 3 times larger than their capsule. 
Furthermore, the single stage launch vehicle considered here for trans Earth 
trajectory insertion is much simpler than the two stage system they considered. 
Required landed mass for a fully fueled single stage ascent vehicle would exceed 
5000 kg to accomplish the same sample return objectives. 

Every attempt has been made to estimate required masses for the direct 
return mission described here in a conservative manner. As noted in the 
estimates, nearly all masses were adjusted upward when overall system mass 
estimates were calculated. It is quite possible that up to 200 kg reduction in 
system mass can occur in a final design. In fact, removal of the 500 kW~ excess 
power generation capability and the mass adjustments included in the systems 
estimates nearly results in a 200kg mass reduction without adjusting other 
masses which are sensitive to total landed mass. The 1930 kg dry landed mass 
therefore represents an estimate which may be reduced by refined design. 

Besides a 4200 kg ascent vehicle dry landed mass, a manned mission would 
require an automated refueling station with twice the throughput as the sample 
return mission and a landing system. Estimated refueling station mass would be 
1400 kg and the lander system would account for an additional 10% of the 
5600 kg useable landed mass, bringing the estimated landed mass for a manned 
ascent vehicle system to approximately 6200 kg. Since the fully fueled ascent 
vehicle mass is estimated to be 16,400 kg, the estimated landed mass is only 38% 
of the ascent vehicle mass. 

In conclusion, we have shown that in situ manufacture of rocket propellant 
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for  Mars  r e t u r n  vehic les  is a ve ry  a t t rac t ive  a l te rna t ive .  N o  technolog ica l  
obs tac les  are a p p a r e n t  wh ich  make  a l iquid m e t h a n e - o x y g e n  re fue l ing  s ta t ion  
imposs ib le .  Vehic le  mass  r educ t i ons  which  resu l t  f rom subs t i t u t i on  of a propel-  
l an t  p roces so r  for  r e tu rn  flight p rope l l an t  are s i g n i f i c a n t - - p r o d u c i n g  l anded  
masses  which  are less than  half  the resu l t ing  fu l ly  fue led  a scen t  vehic le  masses  
in bo th  cases.  
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